An Ethnography of the Hermit Kingdom: The J.B. Bernadou Collection, 1884-1885 is published by the Smithsonian’s Asian Cultural History Program. This full-color, illustrated book is a publication within the series of collection-based studies, this volume, authored by Chang-su Cho Houchins, on the John Baptiste Bernadou Collection of nineteenth-century Korean artifacts. Bernadou (1858-1908) assembled this collection from March 1884 to April 1885 as an attaché (or envoy) of the Smithsonian Institution.

The breadth of this collection, including everyday household furniture and utensils, textiles, clothing and accessories, ceramics, handicrafts, paintings, prints and drawings, books maps, and musical instruments, allows a unique glimpse of pre-industrial Korean life. The catalog of the Bernadou Collection presented in this volume includes Bernadou’s notes (and, in the Appendices, selected correspondence from him), but it reinterprets the collection based on Chang-su Cho Houchin’s careful study of the objects in light of more recent methods and current scholarship in this field. This volume will not only make this historic collection of Korea’s material heritage more widely accessible but also will provide new information for the assessment of the early diplomatic and cultural contacts between Korea and the United States.
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